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Abstract
Formation flight helps multi-agents cooperate visually and accomplish missions effect-
ively. But in order to achieve a good formation shape, the agents forming the swarm must
have good inter-communication among them. Currently, the main way of communication
between vehicles is done by Radio Frequency, but due to its various drawbacks, the use of
RF wants to be limited. Therefore, another way of communication is proposed: the visual
cue based communication.
In this project, a set of autonomous vehicles will be forced to adopt a certain shape
that is related to the received visual cue based marker, that is, a lead vehicle will show
a marker to the followers and these will have to perform the shape that is related to the
received marker. Therefore, first, a marker detection algorithm is developed which is
able of detecting markers. Then, depending on the marker that has been identified, one
or another formation will be executed using a potential function based approach. The
approach has some visual constraints included in order to adapt it to the real scenario
and only relative distances and angles between vehicles will be employed in the potential
functions.
The whole thesis has been developed in a simulation environment in Matlab and Py-
thon. The results show that besides the visual constraints included, the agents are able to
position themselves in a formation with equal inter-agent distance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
In the last century, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have gained a big importance due
to the multiple functions they are able to perform as a result of the set of innovations
achieved in this field of interest. In fact, in the last decades many researches have been
carried on processing the information provided by a single UAV. However, due to the
cost reduction of those vehicles, interconnection of multiple UAVs has been possible,
obtaining an adaptive and autonomous acting system.
A system formed by multiple UAVs has a set of advantages. On the one hand, it is
able to solve more tasks and also to reduce the time of executing those tasks while the
quality of the collected data is increased. On the other hand, if the task is carried out in
an unknown or difficult environment, a swarm of UAVs makes easier the navigation and
the system will be more robust.
Currently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are often used in civil and military situations
that are dangerous for humans operators. In order the swarm of UAVs overcome effi-
ciently the mission it has been designed for, there are two main challenges that must
be faced. On the one hand, the vehicles must achieve an adequate and efficient swarm
formation, in fact, formation keeping helps multiple agents to cooperate visually and ac-
1
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complish missions effectively. Moreover, formation flight includes fuel saving, improved
efficiency in air traffic control and cooperative task allocation. On the other hand, and in
order to accomplish the first challenge, the UAVs must have a good inter-communication.
Figure 1.1: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in formation flight 1
Currently, much of the communication between vehicles is achieved by Radio Fre-
quency (RF) communication, but this method has some drawbacks. First, from the milit-
ary point of view, anything that is an active emitter (even though it is a small radar) can
be picked up from hundreds of miles away by other Forces. Secondly, to use RF commu-
nication in a swarm, a large number of RF channels are required and the bandwidth has
its limitations.
Therefore, when working with a big number of agents in a swarm, the RF becomes
really complicated. So it is being looked for how the use of RF could be limited by
proposing another way of communication: the visual cue based communication.
1Image obtained from http://web.me.iastate.edu/sbhattac/group/cyberphysicalsystems.htm
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1.2 Aims and objectives
In general terms, the aim of the project is:
”To design a squad of autonomous vehicles that can position themselves in order to
achieve a shape formation between the vehicles.”
As it has already been mentioned, for a swarm of UAVs to overcome a mission in an
efficient manner, the agents forming the swarm must adopt and maintain a certain shape
formation among them. In addition, depending on the type of mission the UAVs are
carrying out, there will be an appropriate and most suitable formation that the vehicles
must keep.
In this project, the vehicles will be forced to adopt a certain shape received by a vision
cue based marker. It is going to be assumed that there will be a lead vehicle that is the one
showing the marker to the others, in order the rest of them adopt the shape while the leader
waits for them. Nevertheless, in this work it is not going to be analyzed the environment
looking for the best formation shape for the current mission, that is, as everything is being
carried out in a simulation scenario, it is being assumed that the most suitable formation
shape is given my the author of the project.
Once the main aim is defined, a set of objectives that must be reached during the thesis
are listed and explained below:
1. ”To develop of a marker detection algorithm (Image processing)”. Each marker
will be associated to a certain shape formation, therefore, the program must be
able to detect and recognize the shown marker due to its pattern. For this step, the
author will act as the lead vehicle, that is, it is going to be the one that decides which
marker to show at each moment to the computer camera. It is developed in Python.
2. ”To develop a vehicle’s shape formation and keeping algorithm”. A potential field
function is designed which depending on the input, that is, the marker detected, the
potential field forces the agents to follow the desired formation shape. An example
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is shown in Figure 1.2. It will be a combination of range based and angle based
potential field function. In addition, equal inter-agent distance wants to be achieved.
This algorithm has been developed in Matlab.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Example of a marker and its associated formation shape
3. ”To guarantee the collision avoidance among vehicles”. This objective is related
to the previous one, as the potential field function has been designed to make sure
that vehicles do not collide among them.
4. Integration between the marker detection and the shape formation algorithms. Some
data is sent from Python to Matlab.
In addition, some remarks need to be done for the developing of the shape formation
algorithm. As it is assumed that there is no RF communication between the vehicles, but
only ‘visual’ communication, at a certain moment each vehicle will not know the other
agents’ absolute position, it is unknown data. Nevertheless, the relative distance and relat-
ive angle between vehicles is known if and only if that vehicle is inside the viewer’s field
of view. This is possible because from the image processing step, the relative distance
parameter can be calculated. Therefore, the above mentioned constraint is considered in
the project.
To end, and even though in this project there has not been time to implement the al-
gorithm in a hardware demonstration, an additional code has been designed and validated
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which calculates the relative distance from a marker to the camera lens. Therefore, in a
hardware simulation, each agent would be equipped with a marker of a known size, and
the other vehicles would be able to calculate their relative distance to it.
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1.3 Project Definition
The project has been divided into the following sections:
1. Literature review (Chapter 2): In this chapter previous research works related to
the topic are presented. It is the first and the most important step carried out due to
the novelty the topic was for the student.
2. Visual cue based positioning and formation flight system (Chapter 3): Taking
into account all the information gathered from the literature review, the methodo-
logy that has been decided to follow is presented.
3. Results analysis (Chapter 4): The results obtained from the simulation are presen-
ted in this chapter, together with the validation of the developed algorithms.
4. Conclusions (Chapter 5): Once the results are analyzed, the conclusions obtained
from the thesis are presented in this section. Future work is also proposed in this
chapter. The idea is that in future academic years, other students will follow with
this research topic, so the direction that it would be preferable that they follow will
be commented.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Vision-based navigation
Currently most aerial navigation systems use multi-sensor fusion to estimate accurately
the vehicle and the surrounding vehicles’ states: position, velocity or acceleration. These
sensors usually include GPS (Global Positioning System) and Inertial Measurement Units
(IMUs), however, they can be considered complex and expensive navigation systems
which are not the most appropiate alternative for small and disposable UAVs. Instead,
simpler and less expensive navigation systems which mainly use data from a single cam-
era have been developed.
From the data obtained from the camera, navigation information will be generated
(which will always be relative information to other vehicles) and with it, guidance and
control laws are designed as in (Johnson et al., 2007). In these study two approaches are
proposed that rely on visual input for airborne navigation in leader-follower operations or
formation flying: Center Only Relative State Estimation (CORSE) and Subtended Angle
Relative State Estimation (SARSE). In these methods, a single camera is employed to
obtain noisy measurements of a target’s position in the image plane. Once the target’s
horizontal and vertical position is captured, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to
estimate the relative position and velocity of the aircraft relative to other vehicles or to a
7
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target.
2.2 Marker detection
For many applications where a specific and accurate localization in the environment is
required, camera pose estimation is a usual problem. This is very common in augmented
reality applications or robotics as occurs in (Azuma, n.d.). These happens because in order
to obtain the camera pose from camera images, it is necessary to know the correspond-
ences between some known points located in the environment and their corresponding
camera projections. Whereas there are many approaches where the image is analyzed
looking for natural characteristics as in (Wagner et al., 2010) or in (Lowe, 1999), oth-
ers are based in fiducial markers due to their facility to be detected which make possible
higher velocity and precision in the detection process.
But first, it must be explained what it is exactly a fiducial marker. A fiducial marker
system is formed by a group of markers and an algorithm that makes possible their detec-
tion in images or in a camera frame. In the following Figure 2.1 different types of markers
are shown.
Figure 2.1: Examples of fiducial markers proposed in other words 1
1Image obtained from (Benligiray et al., 2017)
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Some proposals use points such as LEDs (Light-Emitting Diode) or retroreflective
spheres as fiducial markers as in (Dorfmu¨ller and Wirth, 1998) or (Ribo et al., 2001). Oth-
ers employ circular markers where the identification is encoded in circular areas (Naimark
and Foxlin, 2002), and there are other many different types of them. But among them,
square markers have gained popularity due to the advantages they provide. On the one
hand, from their four corners which are ‘prominent points ’, the camera pose can be easily
obtained. On the other hand, the inner region is analyzed and used to identify the marker.
In order to analyze the inner region, various techniques exist. The two main approaches
are: using a binary code or using an arbitrary pattern as an image.
In the arbitrary pattern approach, the most popular system is probably ARToolKit
(Kato and Billinghurst, 1999) and has been widely employed in many academic researches
during last decades. This system consists on a set of markers composed by a wide black
border and an inner image which is kept in a database of valid patterns. But this system
has two main drawbacks. On the one hand, as a template matching technique is used
for markers identification, many false positives are obtained, or even many confusions
between different markers. On the other hand, a fixed global threshold is used for square
detection and as a consequence, the sensitivity to lighting variation is quite high.
The binary pattern approach is the most popular technique among square fiducial
markers. The first proposal was Matrix (Rekimoto, 1998) and after it other systems as
ARTag (Fiala, 2010), ARToolKit Plus (Wagner and Schmalstieg, n.d.) or BinARyID
(Flohr and Fischer, n.d.).
Finally, in ArUco (Garrido-Jurado et al., 2014), a square-based fiducial marker system
with binary codes is proposed. There, apart from using a set of predefined markers, a
method for generating markers dictionaries is proposed, where the size and the number
of markers that form the dictionary can be configured by the user depending on the ones
that the user requires. The advantages that this technique has comparing to the previous
ones are that the algorithm produces markers with a criterion of maximizing inter-marker
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distance and the number of bit transitions. Moreover, an error detection and correction
method is proposed, which allows a greater number of erroneous bits error correction.
2.3 Formation flight
Formation flying is the discipline where two or more aircraft are flying under the com-
mand of a flight leader. It has been a research challenge that has been deeply investigated
in the 21st century with aircraft and spacecraft systems.
Formation flight has many advantages for the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles that form
the formation. These advantages are not only from an operational point of view, but also
in terms of energy-saving. From the operational aspect, Military Forces have focus their
attention on the idea of using a large number of ‘cheap’ UAVs acting like a swarm. This
alternative reduces costs due to the fact that using a big number of small UAVs is less
expensive than employing an advanced tactical aircraft. Moreover, as a swarm of vehicles
is being employed, larger areas can be covered by the system when carrying out an ISR
(Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance) mission or the agents can be rapidly
deployed from the operational basis where they are located. In addition, the system of
UAVs in flight formation is robust to jamming and other threats.
Other beneficial aspect is the fuel consumption reduction because of aerodynamics
effects. In nature, this effect can be noticed in birds formations. For instance, V-shape
formation flying is energy-efficient, and its application into aircrafts has been investigated
in many studies as in (Vachon et al., 2002), (Koo and Shahruz, 2001) and (Ning et al.,
2011). Behind the wingtips, wing vortexes are generated and the trailing aircraft re-
uses the wake turbulence’s energy in order to generate its corresponding dynamic forces,
and as a consequence, the induced drag will be harshly reduced. Big reduction of the
induced drag have been obtained, up to 40% in V-shaped flight formations. In addition,
drag reduction will make possible to reduce fuel-consumption because less thrust will be
needed for the required mission.
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2.4 Formation Control Techniques
There are several techniques in order to achieve the desired formation shape among a
given number of UAVs. Most of the approaches are based on the leader-follower principle
and on the geometrical approach. This technique is based on first choosing one of the
agents forming the swarm as the virtual leader or choosing a virtual point for the same
purpose. Then, the states of the rest of the UAVs (position, velocity...) will be controlled
relative to the virtual leader as in (Li and Liu, 2008) or in (Shi and Yang, 2013), and a
guidance law is applied to the virtual leader.
Figure 2.2: Leader-follower approach for Formation Flight 2
Linear Model Predictive Control was used in (Iskandarani et al., 2014) to control a
formation flight formed by three UAVs. In this study, the future outputs were predicted
in order to optimize the control inputs. Researches from West Virginia University have
also developed studies in this area and they have designed some control laws which are
based on Non-Linear Dynamic Inversion. Then, they have done their validation testing
the method in a formation of three fixed-wing UAVs as explained in (Campa et al., 2007)
and (Gu et al., 2006). The proposed method, under some predefined assumptions, turns
into a linear system a certain system of higher order, in order to apply and control the
UAVs by a simpler linear technique.
2Image obtained from (Peng et al., 2011)
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The major part of the researches carried out using leader-follower approach were per-
formed using a small number of agents, which rarely exceed five agents, and a finite
number of formation shapes. Nevertheless, the number of agents taking part in the form-
ation can be increased if a cascade-type architecture is designed. This was studied in (No
et al., 2011), and it consists on the idea that the leader-follower functions are transferred
from one vehicle to another one, that is, among the followers one of them will be chosen
as the leader for the followers behind him. However, this type of approach that is based
on the leader-follower behaviour has a big drawback which is the weakness to a leader
behaviour, because if for any reason the leader fails and there is no any plan to solve the
issue, the whole swarm will be affected and this implies the mission’s failure.
Another approach that has been quite used in guidance and navigation researches is to
use potential fields. In the researches explained in (Paul et al., 2008) there is a combination
between a virtual leader formation approach with an extended version of the potential field
solution that was presented in previous studies as (Do, 2006). In this combined approach,
the potential field that will determine the guidance command for the UAVs composing the
formation is composed by four components. First, a virtual leader and virtual formation
positions are set up in order to know where each UAV will have to position itself. The
first potential field component is pointing towards the virtual position that must adopt
each UAV in the formation. The second component is the one that regulates the distances
between the platforms and the third one is for collision avoidance among the vehicles.
To end, there is one component for obstacle avoidance. As it is taken for granted, the
last two components are repulsive potential fields, in order the agents do not approximate
to a certain point. The approach mentioned has the advantage that it is not required a
discrete decision making technique as the ones that are normally used in Sense and Avoid
methods, that is, when using a potential field approach, a continuous control and a natural
motion of the UAVs is assured for obstacle and collision avoidance.
In (Dang and Horn, 2014b) and (Dang and Horn, 2014a), a potential field approach is
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also used, where as in the previous studies, there is potential field formed by several com-
ponents or contributions in order to reach a goal and for avoiding collisions. Nevertheless,
no virtual leader is needed in this approach. Formation merging, control, splitting, col-
lision avoidance with static obstacles and target tracking guidance ideas are explained in
those studies where the vehicles do not perform a rigid pre-defined formation. Instead, the
formation evolves due to the application of the vector field and the agents’ positions to an
equilibrium position of the vehicles with the encircling field and environment. Therefore,
performing a structured formation is not so relevant in these studies as in others.
To end, researches carried out and explained in (Jung and Kim, 2014), show a potential-
function based formation shape control scheme for swarm simulation. There, the function
is designed to avoid collision among agents, approach a destination, and achieve a cer-
tain shape formation around the destination. Each UAV that forms the swarm, moves
to the formation position which is generated from a reference point and the neighboring
agents position. The results shown in that paper are for an elliptical, diamond-shaped and
heart-shaped formations. Moreover, the local-minimum problem which is very usual in
every potential function based approach is studied and a solution is given to it. The local
minimum problem occurs in a situation where an agent is trapped between the attractive
and repulsive potential fields, therefore, in this research, the vehicle escapes from a local
minimum using a virtual escape point after recognizing the trapped situation.
2.5 Relative distance between UAVs: Depth estimation
From a camera frame, it can not be obtained the absolute position of other vehicles or
objects in the space, but relative distance from the camera to an object or agent can be
tracked. For been able to develop a potential field based approach to obtain a formation
shape among the UAVs, each UAV must estimate where the others are located in order to
be able to avoid it.
In nature, it is able to find some cases in which this problem is concerned. Some
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flying insects, flies for instance, have been developing many types of eye designs due to
the evolution and their ability of adapting to the environment. In other words, depending
on the task that the insect has to perform, the insect’s eyes will adopt one or another shape.
In (Bitsakos and Fermu¨ller, 2006), a study is performed analyzing the depth estimation of
the eye of a dipteran fly where experiments show that for the compound eyes of dipteran
flies distance can be estimated with accuracy if the viewed objects are relatively close to
the eye.
Moreover, there are some other approaches to perform the depth estimation of an
object. There is a method named STM for determining distances to objects and rapid
autofocusing of camera system. The method described in (Subbarao and Surya, 1994)
uses image defocus information for doing the estimation and is based on a new Spatial-
Domain Convolution/Deconvolution Transform. Only two images that are taken with dif-
ferent camera parameters are required, being these parameters lens position, focal length
and aperture diameter. Moreover, both images can be arbitrary blurred and there is no
necessity of been a focused image. This is the main reason why STM is much fast in
comparison with Depth-from-Focus methods such as (Tang et al., 2017), where lens pos-
ition or focal length of best focus is searched.
In addition, there are many researches carried out with the purpose of replacing the
above mentioned traditional methodologies with some new approaches based on CNN
(Convolutional Neural Networks). In (Tang et al., 2017), a digital single-lens reflex
(DSLR) camera is used together with a laser scanner to obtain high-resolution images
and very accurate depth estimations. Furthermore, the experimental results carried out
have shown the validity of the proposed technique.
Chapter 3
Visual cue based positioning and
formation flight system
This chapter can be divided into three main sections. First, the procedure adopted for
marker detection is going to be explained which is going to be implemented in Python.
Then, a potential function-based approach for formation flight is developed and imple-
mented in Matlab. To end, the integration between the marker detection in Python and the
formation shape algorithm is carried out.
3.1 Marker detection
There are many types of markers and detection algorithms currently available. For this
project, it has been decided to use ArUco Library instead of writing a whole image process
recognition code. Many reasons can explain the decision taken, which will be explained
now.
ArUco is an OpenSource library for detecting square fiducial markers in images and
can be used in research and commercial projects for free. The library is written in C++,
but it is possible to adapt it to other languages as Python, for instance. The main reason of
using these type of fiducial markers for the project is the good results that can be expected
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in their detection. On the one hand, from the time consuming point of view, developing
a whole code from the beginning would have been very time consuming for the research
student, without being this the main objective of the thesis. On the other hand, the main
reason is that using a fiducial marker library and algorithm enables a very fast detection
of the markers with reduced number of erroneous detections. This point is crucial at this
research study, as a mistake in the detection process can have two different consequences.
If no marker is detected, there will not be any input signal going into the swarm, and
therefore, the agents will not perform any manoeuvre or formation. In addition, if a
wrong marker was detected, the UAVs would perform an inappropriate formation shape
for the mission they are carrying out, which would cause the swarm not to overcome the
mission they are carrying out, or even could lead to catastrophic failure.
As explained in the literature review, each library has its own set of markers as Ar-
toolkit +, Chilitags, AprilTags... and the one used in the project: ArUco dictionary. It
is very important the design of the dictionary in order to avoid any confusions between
markers as the more differences among them the better is the detection process. In ArUco
there are many types of markers and each type belongs to a dictionary. Anyway, there are
some common characteristics that every marker share.
3.1.1 ArUco markers and dictionaries
Each ArUco marker is characterized by some features as seen in figure 3.1:
• A vector that contains four points which are the four corners of the square fiducial
marker
• An identification number (ID) that is unique for each marker of a certain dictionary
• Its size once printed in a paper (in meters)
• The translation and rotation that relates the center of the marker and the location of
the camera
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Moreover, in the following Figure 3.1 it can be regarded the coordinate system that is
employed in the library.
Figure 3.1: ArUco marker’s characteristics
Every ArUco marker is composed by an external black border and a binary pattern
inside of it. The inner pattern is unique for each marker and it is related to an ID.
Figure 3.2: Structure of the marker
Therefore, the binary pattern is the one that identifies the corresponding marker.
Moreover, there are many dictionaries in this library. A dictionary of markers is
formed by a set of markers that are going to be used for a particular application, in other
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words, it is a list of binary codifications of the markers that form a certain dictionary. The
main properties of the dictionary are:
• The size of the dictionary, that is, the number of markers that are inside of it
• The marker size, that is, the number of bits that form each marker
In addition, ArUco library includes some predefined dictionaries with several diction-
ary sizes and marker sizes within a range. For example, the dictionary called DICT 6X6 250
is a dictionary composed by 250 different markers having all of them a size of 6x6 bits.
Moreover, it must be explained that even though at a first instant it may have sense to
think that the marker’s identification number is obtained by converting the binary code
inside the inner region to its corresponding decimal base number, this is a wrong idea.
The reason for this is that when the number of bits that compound the marker is too high,
the decimal base number obtained at the conversion would be very huge, and this is not a
practical solution. Instead, the marker’s ID is just the marker index inside the dictionary.
For example, if the dictionary is just formed by 5 markers, the corresponding IDs will be:
0, 1, 2, 3 and 4.
In relation to the suitable number of bits for a dictionary, the more number of bits,
the more number of words that will be in the dictionary and therefore, the probability of
confusion will be smaller
3.1.2 Marker creation
Before starting with the detection process, the markers have to be printed and located
in the environment. For this thesis, an already existing markers dictionary is used, in
particular, the DICT 4X4 50. As explained before, this dictionary is composed by 50
different markers with a size of 4x4 bits. At the beginning, the idea of creating an own
dictionary formed by markers designed by the user was considered. But when testing
them, it was proved how the detection process was better with the predefined ones.
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((a)) ID=11 ((b)) ID=15
((c)) ID=23 ((d)) ID=25
Figure 3.3: Aruco markers used in the project
The following markers have been chosen, where each of them will be related to a
certain UAV formation.
In the following table, the desired formation related to each shape is defined.
ID Formation shape
1 Square shape
15 Diamond shape
23 Circular shape
25 Triangular shape
Table 3.1: Formation shape related to each ID
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3.1.3 Marker detection
In the real scenario it is assumed that there is a lead vehicle that shows a marker to the
others in order these ones perform a certain formation around the lead vehicle which will
be taken as the reference point for performing the shape.
Therefore, every vehicle forming the swarm must be equipped with a camera that
enables it detecting the command of the leader, that is, the formation that the swarm must
adopt to complete successfully the mission.
So, in Python, the following procedure has been developed to detect an image or a
camera frame where an ArUco marker is visible. The objective will be to obtain:
• The position of the four corners of the marker, in the order explained in Figure 3.1
• The identification number of the detected marker
The marker detection process can be divided into two main steps:
1. Marker candidates detection: Detection of rectangles in the image.
• First, the image segmentation is carried out in the original Figure 3.4 (a). It
begins with applying an adaptive thresholding to segment the markers (Figure
3.4 (b)). The local adaptive thresholding approach is very robust to several
lighting conditions, therefore, it is an appropriate alternative for the real scen-
ario that is considered in the thesis. The purpose of this step is to extract the
most prominent contours or borders in the gray-scale image.
• Then, the contour extraction is performed in the already thresholded image.
In ArUco algorithm, Suzuki and Abe algorithm is used, which is explained in
(SUZUKI, n.d.). A set of image contours are obtained, but many of them will
not be relevant for the detection process because they are not convex or they
do not approximate to a square shape (Figure 3.4 (c)). So, in order to carry
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out a polygonal approximation to discard any other invalid shape, Douglas-
Peucker algorithm developed in (H DOUGLAS and K PEUCKER, 1973) is
applied. As ArUco markers are enclosed inside a rectangular contour, the aim
will be to discard any other contour that does not approximate to a 4-vertex
polygon. So, any other border with a smaller or bigger number of points is re-
moved. In addition, other additional filters are applied, for instance, removing
rectangles that are too close to each other. This step is also necessary because
the adaptive threshold usually detects both the external and the internal border
of the marker, and it is desired to remain with the most external one.
(a) Original image 1 (b) Adaptive thresholding footnote1
(c) Contour detection footnote1
Figure 3.4: Markers candidates detection
1Image obtained from (Garrido-Jurado et al., 2014)
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2. Marker identification: Analysis of the inner codification to know if the detected
contours are markers or not.
• A marker code extraction is performed to analyze the inner region of the de-
tected contours. Firstly, the projection perspective is removed in order to ob-
tain the frontal view of the detected rectangle area employing an homography
matrix as in Figure 3.5 (b).
• Then, the resulting image is thresholded. For that, Otsu’s algorithm is used,
which gives the optimal threshold value if the image distribution is bimodal.
• Later, the binarized image is divided into different cells as in Figure 3.5 (b),
where the regular grid form depends on the marker size and the border size.
For example, if the marker is divided into a 5x5 grid, only the inner 4x4 grids
will contain useful information to identify the marker, because the outside
black border is equal for every marker.
• At each cell, the amount of white and black pixels are counted, to check if it
is a white or a black bit located at that cell. In other words, each element of
the cell is analyzed and a value 0 or 1 is assigned to it depending on the major
number of pixels of that colour. 0 corresponds to a black bit and 1 to a white
one. (Figure 3.5 (c))
• At this step, a rejection process is also carried out. Because if no presence of
outer black border is found, that is, if all the bits in the border are not 0, the
following step will not be executed.
• To end, the inner bits are analyzed to check if the detected marker structure is
part of a dictionary or not. This step is also complex as four different iden-
tifiers must be tested, one for each possible rotation of the marker in the en-
vironment, as the markers may be rotated. Nevertheless, it can be assumed
that for out thesis application, the UAVs will not be upside down. So, when
compering each of them with the data of a dictionary, if any one coincides, the
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marker is given as valid and its identification number is obtained.
• Other error correction techniques are also applied when it is required, that is,
when no match is obtained between the detected marker and the dictionary.
Figure 3.5: Marker identification 2
(a) Polygonal approximation and removal of undesired contours
(b) Perspective transformation
(c) Bit assignment
Therefore, the marker detection procedure is already explained which is written in
Python. Later, the performance of this algorithm is going to be shown.
2Image obtained from (Garrido-Jurado et al., 2014)
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3.2 Depth estimation
In the real scenario that is being considered, it is important for each vehicle to know their
relative distance to the others, in order to be able to avoid them without collision. Never-
theless, later some constraints are going to be developed related to this idea because the
camera that the UAVs have incorporated will have a maximum detection range. There-
fore, the following assumptions are being made in order the UAVs are able to detect the
relative distance from other agents to them.
• Each vehicle has incorporated an ArUco marker of a known size
• Every vehicle is flying at the same altitude, or at least with minimal height variations
• Every vehicle has a camera incorporated of known specifications and can detect
ArUco markers and the positions of its corners
The following procedure is followed to calculate the depth from a marker to a camera
frame:
Figure 3.6: Location of the 4 corners of the marker in the camera frame
The camera has a known resolution of 640x480 pixels, and the positions of the 4
corners of the image (x1,y1),(x2,y2),(x3,y3) and (x4,y4) for a reference coordinate system
that has its origin on the left top corner of the camera frame are known (see Figure 3.6).
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First, the horizontal distance between the two top corners is obtained with Equation
3.1. For that, it is enough with knowing the positions in pixels of the two top corners
(x1,y1) and (x2,y2).
dx(px) = x2(px)− x1(px) (3.1)
Also the inclination of the detected marker is calculated as follows:
angle inclination(α) = arctan(
y2(px)− y1(px)
x2(px)− x1(px)) (3.2)
Once the inclination and the horizontal distance in pixels are both known, the hori-
zontal width of the marker in the camera frame in meters is obtained in Equation 3.3
applying some basic trigonometry as seen in Figure 3.7 where the marker’s width l in
meters is known:
Figure 3.7: Calculation of the horizontal distance of the two top corners in meters
dx(m) = l(m) · cosα (3.3)
For the next step some basic characteristics of the camera are considered. In order
to perform the thesis, as the laptop web-cam has been employed for the simulations,
its parameters are taken for the calculations. In the following Table 3.2 the required
parameters are summarized:
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Parameter Value Units Description
– 640×480 pixel Camera resolution
FOV 60 deg Field of view
Table 3.2: Camera parameters of the web-cam model employed
In addition, the scenario assumed to perform the relative distance or depth calculation
is described in 3.8:
Figure 3.8: Scenario representation of marker(object) detection
So, after having performed the inclination correction and knowing the following data:
Parameter Value Units
Horizontal resolution 640 Pixels
Marker width 18 cm
Table 3.3: Remarks to be taken into account
First, a simple law of three is performed to convert the horizontal resolution from
pixels to meters, by applying:
dtot(m) =
horizontal resolution (px) ·dx(m)
dx(px)
(3.4)
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Where dtot(m) is the total horizontal distance in meters of the object plane. So, in
order to finally estimate the relative distance from the camera frame to the known marker:
distance to marker (m) =
dx(m)
2 · tan(FOV2 )
(3.5)
3.3 Formation flight
In the last decades, much attention has been focused on the formation control of swarms
of UAVs, being a swarm a big number of autonomous agents. Formation control may be
performed in several environments such as air, water and ground, but for the current work
they are taken as aerial vehicles. Nevertheless, the methodology and the corresponding
results are carried out at a two-dimensional space, because it is assumed that the height is
fixed for every UAV, that is, that all of them are flying at the same horizontal plane.
Formation control with a large number of agents involves deciding the position that
each vehicle must adopt to maintain a designated formation but it is also crucial avoiding
collisions with neighboring agents at any moment. So, in order to achieve the already
mentioned goal, a potential function based approach is employed. The alternative pro-
posed can be adapted to a set of different scenarios and missions, that is, depending on
the mission the UAVs are carrying out, a suitable shape formation must be adopted by
the agents. Therefore, the idea is to develop an algorithm which allows that with little
modifications on the code, several shapes can be performed.
In addition, in this work some constraints will be applied to the potential function
based approach in order to adapt it to the real scenario. These constraints will be:
• Limited field of view of the camera that each UAV has incorporated, that is, each
agent will only know the relative distance to the one some of the other vehicles are
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located (the ones that are inside its Field of View(FOV)).
• Limitations on the relative distance estimation. Depending on the marker size and
the camera’s focal length among others, marker detections from bigger or smaller
distances will be possible to perform.
• Accuracy in the relative distance estimation.
3.3.1 Location of the UAVs in a 2D space
First, a set of N agents will be located in a uniform distribution in the plane. The number
of agents can be adjusted by the user.
Figure 3.9: Initial positioning of a set of N UAVs
3.3.2 Definition of the formation shape
Then, several formation shapes are going the be defined by a formation line. For that, an
absolute reference point is set. It is necessary to set up a reference point in order to be
able to fix the formation at an exact location. The practical meaning of the reference point
can be three:
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• One could be that the leader is located there. This leader shows the marker to the
rest of agents so that they perform a formation shape where the leader does not take
part.
• Another theory could be that is is an enemy, and therefore, the swarm must enclose
it.
• It could also be taken as an obstacle that has to be avoided and surrounded by the
swarm.
For the project, the first hypothesis is going to be taken, that is, the leader will be
located in the reference point. In addition, the agents will be forced to adopt positions
over the formation line, therefore, on the formation line it must be enough space for
all of them to be located above, ensuring an inter agent separation distance. Moreover,
it is assumed that at every step, the followers know the position of the leader, that is,
the formation shape will always be to a less distance from the formation line than the
maximum depth estimation distance that agents can perform.
In this work four formation shapes have been performed: circular shape, diamond-
shape, square shape and triangular shape.
3.3.3 Potential function definition
Definition of ~P fi for each UAV
The next step is to calculate the point on the formation line towards each agent has to
move at each time step. Therefore, for each agent located at a certain position ~Pi, its
corresponding ~P fi is calculated, where ~P
f
i is a point on the formation line that guides
agent ~Pi to the formation line. The point ~P
f
i is defined as the intersection point located on
the formation line when ~Pi is connected with the reference point, as seen in Figure 3.10
and Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Definition of ~P fi for a certain ~Pi
Figure 3.11: Examples of ~P fi for each ~Pi
Calculation of relative distances
In this study it is assumed that each agent can obtain the relative distance from it to other
vehicles, as well as its relative distance to the reference point. This assumption is much
less restrictive than assuming that each agent knows the absolute position of the others
and it is also more adaptable to the real scenario.
So, the current position of agent i is defined as ~Pi =
[
xi,yi] and of agent j as ~Pj =[
x j,y j]. Moreover, the intersection point located in the formation line when ~Pi is connec-
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ted with the reference point, that is, ~P fi , is ~P
f
i =
[
x fi ,y
f
i ].
Therefore, the distance vector between ~Pi and ~P
f
i , (~ψ
f
i ) , is calculated easily as well as
the relative distance vector between agents i and j, (~ψ ji ) , applying the following Equations
3.6 and 3.7:
~ψ fi = ~Pi−~P fi (3.6)
~ψ ji = ~Pi−~Pj (3.7)
Definition of the attractive and repulsive potential fields
In the next step, both the attractive and the repulsive potential fields are going to be set.
The potential field method is inspired in the concept of electrical charges. That is, if
agents are seen as electrically-charged particles, every vehicle must have the same type
of electrical charge in order the vehicles are sent away ones from the others when they
get too close to each other. In addition, even though in this thesis no obstacle is being
considered, obstacles must also have the same electrical charge that the UAVs not to
collide with them. On the other hand, the destiny or goal point must have the opposite
electrical charge so that the agents can approximate to it and replace the position.
So, each agent requires an attractive potential field Uai that forces it to move to the
point ~P fi located in the formation shape. In addition, it needs a repulsive potential field
U ri not to collide with other UAVs.
The attractive potential field of agent i has the following expression shown in Equation
3.8:
Uai
(
~ψ fi ) =−ca ·
(
1− e
||~ψ fi ||2
la2 ) (3.8)
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And the repulsive potential has the following form:
U ri
(
~ψ fi ) = ∑
j=1
{cr · e−
||~ψ ji ||2
lr2 } ( j 6= i) (3.9)
Therefore, around each UAV, a potential field will be generated which will be the sum
of the attractive and repulsive potential fields as it is shown in Equation 3.10:
Ui =Uai
(
~ψ fi )+U
r
i
(
~ψ fi ) =−ca ·
(
1− e−
||~ψ fi ||2
la2 )+∑
j=1
{cr · e−
||~ψ ji ||2
lr2 } ( j 6= i) (3.10)
Where ca and cr are constant values that regulate the strengths of their respective po-
tential fields and they are adjusted in the algorithm in order to obtain a good performance
of the UAVs when adopting a formation shape. In the following chapter it will be ex-
plained which values have been given to them. In addition, la and lr are the correlation
distances of the potentials as is explained in (Jung and Kim, 2014), and ||~ψ fi || and ||~ψ ji ||
are the modules of the vectors ~ψ fi and ~ψ
j
i respectively.
Therefore, the force vectors that will be applied to each agent of the swarm will be
calculated by performing the negative of the gradient, hence, from the gradient definition,
it is known that the force will point along the direction of steepest descent, which is also
perpendicular to the lines of constant potential energy.
The corresponding force that is applied to each vehicle has the following form of
Equation 3.20:
~Fi =−∇Ui =−2ca||
~ψ fi ||
la2
e
||~ψ fi ||2
la2 · ψˆ fi +∑
j=1
{2cr||~ψ
j
i ||
lr2
e
− ||~ψ
j
i ||2
lr2 · ψˆ ji }
(
j 6= i) (3.11)
Where ψˆ fi and ψˆ
j
i are the unit vectors of ~ψ
f
i and ~ψ
j
i respectively.
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The attractive ~Fai and repulsive ~F
r
i forces are broken down as follows in order to
analyze them properly.
On the one hand, the attractive force is:
~Fi
a
=−2ca||~ψ
f
i ||
la2
e
||~ψ ji ||2
la2 · ψˆ fi (3.12)
The attractive force applied to each agent will be a vector pointing towards the agent’s
related ~P fi at that time step. Therefore, it is important to calculate the relative distance
to that point ||~ψ fi ||, but also the direction cosines of the vector. Regarding the shape of
the function, it can be said that it is a positive exponential function which depends on the
distance vector between ~Pi and ~P
f
i (point located on the formation line). The attractive
force will be directly proportional to ||~ψ fi || and the exponential is increased by the square
of ||~ψ fi ||. The aim of having a positive exponential to the square of the distance is that
when agents are really far away from their destiny point ~P fi , the attractive force will be
really strong. Whereas when they have reached their goal, ~Fai will be quite small. This is
the reason why in a future step the attractive force variable will be used as the stopping
criteria.
On the other hand, the repulsive force is:
~Fi
r
= ∑
j=1
{2cr||~ψ
j
i ||
lr2
e
− ||~ψ
j
i ||2
lr2 · ψˆ ji }
(
j 6= i) (3.13)
The repulsive force applied to agent i due to agent j will be a vector pointing to the
opposite direction to the one agent j is located. In this case, the exponential function
is used for avoiding collisions among agents. The aim of having a negative exponential
function is that the repulsive force only affects those neighboring agents that are located
within a certain range. In other words, when the distance between vehicles i and j is
very big, as ||~ψ ji || is squared inside the negative exponential, the value of the exponential
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will be nearly zero, without having effect that ||~ψ ji || is also multiplied before, that is, the
strength of the exponential is much higher than the one of the multiplier 2cr||~ψ
f
i ||
lr2
.
In Figure 3.12, three agents are represented located in ~Pi, ~Pi+1 and ~Pi+2. In addition,
the attractive and repulsive forces that are applied to agent i are drawn.
Figure 3.12: Example of the forces applied to agent located in ~Pi due to other agents
For stocking up every attractive and repulsive force that is applied to each agent, some
matrices are built at each time step. The one of the attractive force will be a Nx1 matrix,
but the repulsive matrix will have a dimension of NxN as every combination must be
taken into account. Furthermore, once the module of the forces are calculated, they must
be separated to calculate the force in each direction (North and East).
3.3.4 Visual based constraints
The next step will be to apply some constraints to the methodology that has been followed.
First constraint
First, the errors that may be produced when an agent i is trying to detect the distance to
the marker that agent j is carrying are being taken into account. In order to do so, an error
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is going to be added to the real existing distance between two vehicles, in the way shown
in Equation 3.14:
d ji = ||~ψ ji ||+N (µ, σ2) (3.14)
Thus, the error will be assumed that follows a general normal distribution where:
• µ is the mean or expectation of the distribution
• σ is the standard deviation
• σ2 is the variance
• ||~ψ ji || is the real distance between agent i and j
• N is the normal distribution, also known as the Gaussian distribution, which is a
probability distribution that is symmetric about the mean, showing that data near
the mean are more frequent in occurrence than data far from the mean, as shown in
Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: Normal distribution
For this particular case, as an error is going to be assumed in the distance meas-
urement, which may be positive or negative, the mean of the distribution will be zero,
whereas the variance will depend on the distance.
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Second constraint
Then, some limitations on the relative distance estimation are taken into account, because
depending on the marker size and the camera’s focal length among others, marker detec-
tions from bigger or smaller distances will be possible to perform.
In the following chapter, some validations have been carried out to have an idea of
the maximum distance to the one a marker could be detected with the laptop’s camera-
web. Taken that as a reference, and assuming that the UAVs will be flying in an open
environment with good lighting conditions and with a better camera than the one of the
student’s laptop, markers could be approximately detected up to a distance of 25 meters.
Therefore, in the algorithm developed, if the distance between agent i located in [xi,yi]
and agent j positioned in [x j,y j] is greater that 25 meters, the repulsive force between those
two, that is, ~F ji and ~F
i
j will be zero.
i f
√
(xi− x j)2+(x j− y j)2 ≥ 25 then ~F ji = ~F ij = 0 (3.15)
Third constraint
To end, a last constraint is introduced at this step. This one is related to the field of view
that each aerial vehicle has. The problem is that in the real scenario, agent i will not
be able to see every other agent that integrates the swarm. Agent i will be moving in a
direction, and therefore it can only see and detect those agents that are inside a field of
view centered at its moving direction.
In Figure 3.14 a comparison between some cameras with different field of view is
shown. Obviously, the greater the FOV, the better performance in the shape formation
algorithm as the number of other agents detected by each agent will be higher. Therefore,
it will be much safer because possible collisions with neighboring agents will be less.
3Image obtained from https://www.oemcameras.com/fovcomparison
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Figure 3.14: Field Of View Comparison 3
To introduce the mentioned constraint in the algorithm, the following data is required
in order to know which agents are inside the Field Of View of agent i:
• The moving direction vector of agent i at time step ti is known and expressed as an
unitary vector~vi = [vxi,vyi].
• For any other agent j, the distance vector from agent i to agent j is known and
defined as ~ψ ij at time step ti+1. At this point it is very important to be careful with
the notation that has been used because even though vectors ~ψ ijand ~ψ
j
i have the
same magnitude, their direction cosines are not the same, they are rotated 180◦
respect to each other.
Therefore, to know if an agent j is inside the field of view of agent i, the following
scalar multiplication is performed.
~vi ·~ψ ij = ||~vi|| · ||~ψ ij|| · cosα (3.16)
Where α = ̂(~vi, ~ψ ji )
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Figure 3.15: FOV situation of two UAVs
Then:
cosα =
−→vi ·−→ψ ij
||vi|| · ||ψ ij||
(3.17)
So if the camera employed has a field of view (FOV) equal to 60◦, this means that the
maximum α so that agent j is inside the field of view of agent i is 30◦. Therefore, cosα
must be smaller than cos30◦, that is, cosα ≤ cos30◦.
Consequently, as it has been done for the constraints explained before, in the case any
agent j is not in the FOV of agent i, the repulsive force that is applied to agent i due to
agent j, that is, ~Fr
j
i will be zero, but this does not mean that ~Fr
i
j will also be zero, because
it will depend on the moving direction each of them is having.
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Unwanted situations in formation generation
When a swarm formation wants to be achieved, sometimes agents may be placed in un-
wanted situations. In the following Figure 3.16, a very habitual problem that occurs when
working with artificial potential fields is shown.
Figure 3.16: Local minimum problem 4
In Figure 3.16 an unwanted situation is shown together with its corresponding poten-
tial distribution. In the figure, the two black dots represent two agents that are approx-
imating the formation line. The ∗ is the reference point and the line is the formation line
that must be occupied by the agents. When two agents are co-linear with the reference
point, it means that both of them will have the same ~P fi , and they will go approximating
to that point one agent from the inside of the formation line and the other one from the
outside. The problem only arises when both agents are near the formation line, because
as in each time step ~P fi changes due to the combination of the attractive and repulsive
potential fields, the fact that in a certain moment two agent have the same ~P fi , does not
mean that in the future time step they will also have it.
Agents in Figure 3.16 are stopped on a line orthogonal to the formation line due to
their repulsive fields for collision avoidance.
4Image obtained from (Garrido-Jurado et al., 2014)
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Figure 3.17: Local minimum problem: forces
The reason why they are stopped is explained in Figure 3.17 with another example.
The local minimum is produced when the vector sum of all the forces acting in an agent
are zero. Therefore, the agent will not have an input acceleration that makes it move to its
goal and it is trapped.
3.3.5 Method for escaping from a local minimum
If no method is applied in order that the trapped agents escape from the point where they
have been trapped, the UAVs that form the swarm will not be able to build the correct
formation.
In general, agents will have different ~P fi , but when unwanted situations occur as the
one previously explained, and agents stop between attractive and repulsive potential fields,
the following virtual escape method is proposed.
First, the local minimum has to be identified. The local minimum occurs when the
following conditions are satisfied:
||~ψ fi ||< Dm and ||~Fi||< Fm (3.18)
Where Dm is the minimum distance between ~Pi and ~P
f
i and Fm is a minimum force of ~Fi.
On the one hand, the first condition is used to check if an agent is arriving to its
related ~P fi or not, because ||~ψ fi || is the relative distance between ~Pi and ~P fi . As it has been
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mentioned before, ~P fi keeps varying at each time step, so the local minimum problem only
may appears when that distance is close to zero. On the other hand, the second condition
is employed to check if the resultant of the attractive force from ~P fi and the repulsive
forces for collision avoidance with neighboring agents is zero. Therefore, both Dm and
Fm are chosen as constants that are nearly zero.
In the following Figure 3.18 an example of an agent escaping from a local minimum
is shown.
Figure 3.18: Escaping from a local minimum 5
The agent located in ~Pi is trapped in a local minimum. This happens because two
agents are co-linear with the reference point when they are approximating their corres-
ponding ~P fi (which is the same for both). Then, so that the agents escape from this un-
wanted situation, two escape points, ~Pei and ~P
e
j , are set, one for each agent that is located
in ~Pi and ~Pj respectively. These new points are calculated as follows:
~Pei = ~Pi+Dt ·
cos(φ −φm)
sin(φ −φm)
 (3.19)
Where:
• Dt is set as a constant distance that is used for escaping from the trapped situation.
5Image obtained from (Garrido-Jurado et al., 2014)
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• φ is the angle between an horizontal line and the line that connects the reference
point with the agent’s current position.
• φm is an arbitrary angle, set by the user, in order to escape from the local minimum.
φm is set as smaller that φ so that the agent does not diver too much from its destiny
point. This angle will ensure that the agent that was trapped in the local minimum travels
away from it. When the local minimum is checked using Equation 3.18, if these condi-
tions are not satisfied, then, the agent located in ~Pi moves toward ~P
f
i on the formation line.
Nevertheless, if the conditions are verified, the agent will move toward an escape point
~Pei . At the end, both agents should be able to reach the formation line as in Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.19: Escaping from a local minimum
To escape from the local minimum, the attractive force must be replaced by a new
module and direction. Therefore, the total force applied to agent i so that it escapes from
the trapped situation is:
~Fi =−2ca||
~ψei ||
la2
e
||~ψei ||2
la2 · ψˆei +∑
j=1
{2cr||~ψ
j
i ||
lr2
e
− ||~ψ
j
i ||2
lr2 · ψˆ ji }
(
j 6= i) (3.20)
Where ~ψei is the direction vector between agent i and ~P
e
i , and is defined as in Equation
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3.21.
~ψei = ~Pi−~Pei (3.21)
3.3.6 Update of the positions
In this section, once the forces that are applied to each agent are known, the control law
for agent located in ~Pi is designed. Agent ~Pi has a mass and its dynamics can be described
as follows:
~¨Pi =~ui i= 1,2,3...N (3.22)
Where ui is the control input applied to each agent that is part of the swarm and ~ui ∈ R2,
that is, it is a two dimensional acceleration vector and N is the total number of agents.
Therefore, combining the attractive and repulsive forces calculated for each agent, the
following control law is designed:
~ui = a ·
~Fai +~F
r
i
||(~Fai +~Fri )||
(3.23)
The objective is that with the potential fields approach, at each time step, the moving
direction that each UAV must adopt is defined. Then, a constant a is added as a multiplier
in order to obtain a constant acceleration.
From Newton’s second law:
~F = m · d
2~r
dt2
(3.24)
d2~r
dt2
=
~F
m
(3.25)
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Integrating in both sides, first the velocity is obtained:
d~r
dt
=
~F
m
· t+C1 (3.26)
Integrating again, positions are got:
~r =
1
2
·
~F
m
· t2+C1 · t+C2 (3.27)
In the project, at each time step of time dt, it is assumed that the agents start from
zero velocity. This assumption is done so that the agents do not increment their velocity
at each time step due to the applied input acceleration. In addition, constant acceleration
is going to be set, that is, the module will always be the same, but the vector will keep
varying at each time step for every UAV as appears in Equation 3.23.
Therefore, if at each step agents are supposed to start from a null velocity, then, from
Equation 3.26 it is obtained that C1 = 0.
Then, as the initial position of each agent at a certain time step is the final position at
the previous time step:
~r = ~r0+
1
2
·
~F
m
· t2 (3.28)
Where, {r,r0,F} ∈ R2 and r0 is the final position at the previous time step.
Using the notation employed in previous sections, and as ~Fm is an acceleration, then
current position of each UAV will be updated using the following Equation 3.29:
~Pi = ~P0i+
1
2
·~ui · t2 (3.29)
Where ~Pi is the position of agent i after having moved from its previous location ~P0i.
To end with the control law, some comments must be done. In the control law that has
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been defined, it has been assumed that at each time step agents go from a zero velocity to
a final one, where they are stopped until the next time step. This performance does not
have any sense in a real environment because drones should move from the starting point
to the goal with an approximately constant speed. Nevertheless, as in the potential fields
approach forces are calculated, that is, an acceleration vector, in the simulation model that
variable must be inserted. But it is not desired that agents keep increasing their velocity
due to that acceleration. Therefore, in order to avoid the excessive growth of the velocity,
it is simulated that agents go from a zero to a maximum speed at each time step which
would represent a constant mean speed in the real scenario.
3.3.7 Equal inter-agent distance
On a formation shape, it will be much better if all the agents could maintain an equal
distance among them when they are located on the formation line. The importance of this
condition depends on the mission the swarm is carrying out. Therefore, in this project
some ways of achieving equal inter-agent distance have been thought.
The first alternative is varying the repulsive potential field. The repulsive force can be
regulated varying cr, that is, the strength of the potential. If this parameter is increased,
agents will be driven away from each other. Therefore, once every agent is on the form-
ation line, the potential field generated around each agent will make that in zones with
higher agent density, UAVs move away from each other, adopting an equilibrium position
with a more uniform separation among them. This procedure can be more or less time
consuming depending on the initial distribution of the agents, that is, if at the beginning
they are very close to each other and the majority of the vehicles end in the same edge
of a certain shape (because their corresponding points ~P fi are located in the same edge),
more time will be required in order to achieve an equal inter-agent distance.
Therefore, an adaptation has been done to the previous method in order to ’send’ the
same number of UAVs to each edge when they start from a uniform distribution but not
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centered in the origin. Let’s assume that a diamond shape wants to be obtained, which
has 4 edges (Nedges = 4), with a set of N=20 agents. The idea is that when for each agent
located in ~Pi, its respective ~P
f
i is calculated, if at a certain edge there are already more than
N/Nedges intersection points located, the other agents that would have their ~P
f
i located at
that edge will have it instead in the ‘opposite’ edge. To understand the methodology
adopted it cannot be forgot that ~P fi is defined as the intersection point located on the
formation line when ~Pi is connected with the reference point (located in [0,0]). Therefore,
it can be seen in the following Figure 3.20 how the points ~P fi of two agents are ‘moved’
to the opposite edges so that at each edge there are the same number of intersection points
located. That is, in Figure 3.20 (a) there were more agents’ ~P fi points located in the upper
edges, and in Figure 3.20 (b), the same number of ~P fi points are at each edge.
When this methodology is followed, as ~P fi is the point on the formation line that
guides agent ~Pi, then those agents will have to go through the reference point where the
leader is located. Therefore, an auxiliary leader avoidance term will be introduced in
the potential field approach so that when the distance between the agents and the leader
is smaller than 4 meters, their movement direction will be perpendicular to the distance
vector that connects the leader and the agent. Following this technique, the agents will go
around the leader without collision risk.
To end, a last alternative is proposed which has not been implemented in the simu-
lation but the idea would like to be commented. The technique is based on the idea that
once the agents are on the formation line, an angle based potential field is designed that
makes that the relative angle between every vehicle is the same. For example, for the
circular formation shape, if a swarm of 36 agents wants to be set up in a formation, the
angle based potential field has to be able to ’push’ the UAVs to positions separated among
each of them by an angle of 10◦.
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(a) Time=0s
(b) Time=0s
Figure 3.20: Re-arranging points ~P fi for equal number of ~P
f
i at each edge
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3.4 Integration between the Marker Detection and the
Formation shape
Once the marker detection algorithm is designed in Python and the shape formation al-
gorithm in Matlab, the integration between both programs has to be done.
In this case, a UDP (User Datagram Protocol) socket has been used. User Data-
gram Protocol is an alternative communications protocol to Transmission Control Pro-
tocol (TCP) used mainly to establish low-latency and loss-tolerating connections between
applications on the internet.
In the simulation, the laptop’s camera is launched with Python. When a marker is
detected, the corresponding identification number of the marker is saved in a variable and
transmitted to Matlab via UDP. In order to do so, first the ID is converted to a string
in Python. Then, the string is sent using a UDP protocol. In Matlab, the variable is
received and decoded from a string back to a number. As soon as the variable is received
as a number, the formation shape algorithm begins, where agents adopt the shape that is
related to the received identification number. In addition, as soon as the agents are located
on the formation line with equal inter-agent distance, if a new marker is shown to the
camera, the agents will adopt a new shape starting from the positions where they have
ended in the previous formation.
In the next figure 3.21, a flow chart of the whole process is shown.
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Figure 3.21: Block diagram of the whole algorithm
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Chapter 4
Results Analysis
In this chapter, the procedure followed to test the algorithm designed by the student is
going to be explained. The aim will be to validate its performance in order to analyze the
results in the next chapter
4.1 Marker detection
At a first instance the marker detection algorithm is going to be analyzed. For doing so,
the four markers that are used for defining the shape formations are printed in a paper
with a marker width size of 18cm.
As the whole simulation procedure is going to be run in the student’s laptop, the
parameters of the laptop’s camera web, which is a ’HP TrueVision HD’, are defined 1:
Parameter Value Units Description
– 640×480 pixel Camera resolution
FOV 60 deg Field of view
Table 4.1: Camera parameters of the web-cam model employed
1Parameters obtained from the laptop HP spectre
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The validation of the Marker detection algorithm has been done together with the
depth measurement algorithm, as both techniques need the marker detection in order to
work. In the next figure the detection proof of the markers with identification numbers
equal to 1, 15, 23 and 25 is shown.
(a) Detection of marker with ID=1 (b) Detection of marker with ID=15
(c) Detection of marker with ID=23 (d) Detection of marker with ID=25
Figure 4.1: Detection of the markers employed
For the validation, a LIDAR (Laser Imaging Detection and Ranging) has been used.
This is a surveying method that measures the distance to a target by illuminating the target
with pulsed laser light and measuring the reflected pulses with a sensor.
In the next figure the operation mode of this type of sensor is represented together
with some of its applications:
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Figure 4.2: Principles and applications of a LIDAR 2
Compared with a good but ‘clasical’ tape, a LIDAR has many advantages on many
aspects: speed (time spent to take the measurement), accuracy, safety, versatility and
functionality.
For the test, two laptops have being placed next to each other. In one of them the
marker detection was performed, so the Lidar must reflect in the screen of this computer.
In the other one, the measures taken by the Lidar are shown. These validation were
performed in the flying laboratory of Building 83 of Cranfield University. This laboratory
has a depth of around 10 meters and it must be added that it did not have good lighting
conditions.
The procedure followed has been the following one. A person was holding the Lidar
together with the marker, so that both of them were located to the same distance from
the computer. Then, many distance measurements were performed and the algorithm
was tested for various distance separation up to 9 meters. Then, absolute errors have
been calculated for each distance separation and the average of the results obtained are
presented in the following Figure 4.3.
2Image obtained from https://news.panasonic.com/global/stories/2017/51251.html
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Figure 4.3: Absolute error in Depth estimation
Then, as it was explained in Section 3.3.4, where the visual based constraints were
presented, the error that may be produced when an agent i is trying to detect the distance
to the marker that agent j is carrying is calculated using Equation 3.14. Therefore, from
the experimental data, the variance (σ2) and the standard deviation (σ ) are calculated
for each distance separation. In Figure 4.4 the variation of the standard deviation (σ ) is
shown.
Figure 4.4: Standard deviation in Depth estimation
The values obtained follow approximately a straight line, that is, the points can be
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approximated by a first order polynomial with equation σ = 0.0326 ·distance+0.0284
Regarding Figures 4.3 and 4.4, it can be verified that both absolute error and standard
deviation increase with distance. This can be attributed to two main reasons. On the one
hand, as it has already been explained, the experiments were carried out in a laboratory
without very good lighting conditions. Therefore, the more the marker was separated from
the computer, the darker was the zone of the camera frame that contained the marker,
hence, the precision of the depth estimation is worst with big distances. On the other
hand, the most important reason is attributed to the resolution of the web-cam. In fact, the
marker will be contained in a small number of pixels, and a small movement performed by
the person or object who is holding the marker involves a variation on the pixel positions
of the four corners of the marker. These effect affects more negatively when the marker
is inside a smaller number of pixels, that is, with bigger distances.
Nevertheless, if the algorithm was tested in better lighting conditions, better results
would be obtained. Furthermore, the marker was still detected up to the 10 meters distance
but intermittently at the last measurements, it was not achieved a continuous detection.
4.2 Formation shape
Four different shape formations have been achieved in this project: circular shape, dia-
mond shape, triangular shape and square shape. At a first instance, the evolution of the
four formations are shown without any type of visual based constraints, that is, the three
restrictions will not be taken into account.
4.2.1 Formation shape with no constraints
At this step it is not going be an objective to obtain the same inter-agent distance, there-
fore, the following values of ca,cr which are the strengths of the attractive and repulsive
fields are set:
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ca = 300
cr = 1050
(a) Time=0s (b) Time=5s
(c) Time=10s (d) Time=15s
Figure 4.5: Circular formation shape with no constraints
In the two formation shapes shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, where in both the same
initial conditions are set, a set of 20 UAVs that are uniformly distributed in the plane will
go approximating the desired formation shape. For the circular shape, it can be proven
how in a smaller time period, the agents will be already located on the formation line.
This occurs mainly because of the fact that the circular formation line is to a less distance
from the initial position of the UAVs than in the diamond-shape formation line, where
some agents will have to travel longer distances to arrive to their goal point.
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(a) Time=0s (b) Time=5s
(c) Time=10s (d) Time=15s
Figure 4.6: Diamond-shape formation with no constraints
In addition, it can be regarded how ~P fi , that is, the point on the formation line that
guides agent ~Pi to the formation line and which is defined as the intersection point located
on the formation line when ~Pi is connected with the reference point (leader vehicle) keeps
varying at each time-step. This occurs because at each time step the agents are not moved
directly towards their corresponding ~P fi because the combination between the attractive
and repulsive forces will make that the direction vector of every agent changes at each
time step.
Nevertheless, the strengths of the attractive and repulsive potential fields are used to
regulate the direction vector that each agent has at a certain time step. If ca is increased,
the direction vector of every agent will be more directed to its destiny point, that is, to a
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point above the formation line. When agents start from positions distributed uniformly
in the plane, as in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, the separation between agents is enough so that
their respective ~P fi are not located too near to each other, as shown in Figure 4.5 (a),
where the purple circles on the formation line represent ~P fi and they are spaced all around
the circumference. Therefore, the path that each agent follows will be almost free from
collisions, hence, the repulsive forces will not be so important during the journey. In this
case, both constants ca and cr can have similar values without affecting too much to the
results. But the problem arises when agents start from positions located too close to each
other. When this occurs, there may be many ~P fi with small distance separation among
them, and therefore if cr is not high enough, some agents may collide between each other
during their approach to the formation line.
In order to regard the importance of constants ca and cr, the formation shapes will be
achieved but the set of 20 UAVs will start from some random positions located inside a
certain area.
In the simulation captured in Figure 4.7 the values of the constants of the strengths
of the attractive and repulsive fields remain ca = 300 and cr = 1050. As a random initial
distribution of the UAVs has been set, there is an area where the agent density is much
higher comparing with other areas. In addition, in Figure 4.7 (a) together with the initial
positions of the UAVs, the 20 points P fi are shown, which are very close to each other. If
the repulsive potential field was not strong enough to reject neighboring agents that have
risk of collision, the simulation would not be correct, as some UAVs would collide with
each other and therefore they may break. In order to avoid the problem mentioned, the
constant of the repulsive force has been set much higher than the one of the attractive
force.
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(a) Time=0s (b) Time=5s
(c) Time=10s (d) Time=15s
Figure 4.7: Circumference-shape formation with no constraints with an initial random
distribution of UAVs
4.2.2 Variation of the attractive and repulsive forces
Now, how do the attractive and repulsive forces calculated with Equation 3.12 and Equa-
tion 3.13 change as the formation shape is being achieved is analyzed. For that, the total
attractive force Fatotal and the total repulsive force F
r
total are shown, that is:
Fatotal =
N
∑
i=1
||~Fai || (4.1)
Frtotal =
N
∑
i=1
||~Fri || (4.2)
First, the attractive force is analyzed in the following Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Variation of the total attractive force with time (UAVs starting from random
positions)
It must be remembered the attractive force expression presented in Equation 3.12. It
is a positive exponential function that depends on the distance vector between ~Pi and its
respective ~P fi , that is, the point located on the formation line. The force is directly pro-
portional to ||~ψ fi || , which is the distance just mentioned, and the exponential is increased
by the square of ||~ψ fi ||.
The aim of having a positive exponential where the distance is squared is that when
agents are really far away from their destiny point ~P fi , the attractive force will be really
strong so that the agents move in that direction, whereas when they have reached their
goal, ~Fai will be very small. These features can be regarded in Figure 4.8. At the beginning
of the simulation agents are still far from the formation line, but when they start to get
closer to it, the total attractive force decreases rapidly.
Once the agents are on the formation line the attractive force should be very small as
||~ψ fi || will be almost zero. In order to see the behaviour of the total attractive force after
the agents are in the formation line, the previous figure has been enlarged.
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Figure 4.9: Variation of the total attractive force with time (enlarged)
In Figure 4.9 it is regarded how the total attractive force arrives to a certain value
in which it is stabilized. For this reason, the total attractive force has been used as the
stopping criteria in the simulation, that is, when the value becomes almost unchanging it
can be assumed that the agents have arrived to the formation line.
Then, the repulsive force is analyzed. The shape that the total repulsive force adopts
depends a lot on the current positions of the UAVs, therefore, depending on their initial
distribution one or another shape will be achieved. In Figure 4.10, the evolution of the
total repulsive force for achieving a circular shape formation with agents starting from
random positions is shown.
The total repulsive force will depend on how much distance exists among the agents
that form the swarm. Due to the expression of the repulsive force presented in Equation
3.13, the smaller the distance between 2 agents, the bigger the repulsive force that affects
them. This has sense because the repulsive force must only be strong when agents are
next to each other.
If Figures 4.11 (a) and (b) are compared, little difference can be regarded between the
two formation shapes. Therefore, it can be concluded that the form that the total repulsive
force adopts will mostly depend on the initial location of the UAVs. Nevertheless, some
common behaviour can be regarded in all of them. When approaching the formation,
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Figure 4.10: Variation of the total attractive force with time (Initial random distribution)
(a) Variation of the total repulsive force
(Circular shape)
(b) Variation of the total repulsive force
(Diamond shape)
Figure 4.11: Variation of the total attractive force with time (Initial uniform distribution)
the repulsive force will be increased, that is, there is a relative maximum. These relative
maximum will make possible that agents maintain a certain inter-agent distance among
them once they are on the formation line. Furthermore, due to the increase in the repulsive
force, as it will be explained later, it will be possible to achieve a uniform distribution of
the vehicles on the formation shape, that is, same inter-agent distance will be possible to
reach.
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4.2.3 Effect of the visual based constraints
From this moment on, the effect that the three visual based constraints have on the simula-
tion is analyzed. The three constrains that were already explained in the previous chapter
can be summarized as:
• Error when an agent detects its relative distance to another agent
• Maximum detectable relative distance
• Field of View limitation
Among the three constraints just mentioned, the one that limits more the performance
of the shape formation algorithm is the Field of View limitation, as there is a big difference
between the fact that an agent can detect any other agent that is in a any point inside the
360◦ that surrounds it or just the agents that are inside a limited Field of View of 60◦, for
example.
Therefore, first, with fixed values of ca = 300 and cr = 1050, the differences respect
the previous case when no constraints were considered are analyzed. In addition, a max-
imum detectable relative distance of 25 meters have been set, and a FOV of 60◦.
The results obtained for the circular and diamond shape are shown in the next Figures
4.12 and 4.13.
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(a) Time=0s (b) Time=5s
(c) Time=10s (d) Time=15s
Figure 4.12: Circular formation shape with constraints
It has been proven how, even though the three constraints have been introduced, the
objective of achieving a shape formation among the agents is accomplished. Nevertheless,
due to the fact that some agents do not see each other, the total repulsive force will be
much less than in the previous analysis. That is, some agents may not have repulsive
force interacting with each other. As a consequence, when agents are already located on
the formation line, they will be closer to each other than in the simulation process where
no constraints were taken into account.
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(a) Time=0s (b) Time=5s
(c) Time=10s (d) Time=15s
Figure 4.13: Diamond-shape formation with constraints
4.2.4 Equal inter-agent distance
In order to achieve an equal inter-agent distance, two methodologies are adopted. Both
of them have something in common, which is that the strength of the repulsive force cr
must be extremely high comparing it with the strength of the attractive field ca. For the
simulation, after having tried several combinations, the following values have been set:
ca = 300
cr = 105000
The procedure explained in the methodology is been carried out. First, as shown in
the previous cases, every agent will be on the formation line. But as the initial distribution
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of the agents is not symmetrical respect the vertical and horizontal lines that cross the ref-
erence point, once the UAVs are forming a certain shape, the positions that the vehicles
adopt in the shape (circumference, diamond, square or triangle) will not be either sym-
metrical.
But once all the agents are located on the formation line, even though the agents do
not see each other, it is known in which direction must the repulsive force be directed
to. Therefore, due the repulsive force, zones in which the agent density is higher, that is,
where many UAVs are located, will have their agent density reduced. When the equilib-
rium point is achieved, the inter-agent distance will be equal, that is, all the agents will be
located to the same distance from each other.
This procedure is more simple in a formation shape with no corners or vertex, as a
circumference or an ellipse, because the trajectory that the agents follow when they are
moving above the formation line is ‘softer’. This can be regarded in Figure 4.14.
However, in any other formation shape that has corners, such as the diamond shape,
the triangular shape or the square shape, it will be more difficult to achieve the equal inter-
agent distance. The reason for this is that if once the agents are located on the formation
line more agents are on one edge than in another, there will be some agents that must
‘cross ’a corner in order to arrive to an edge that previously had lower agent density.
This procedure can be easily regarded in any of the other shapes, as shown in the
sub-figures inside Figure 4.15.
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(a) Time=0s (b) Time=5s
(c) Time=10s (d) Time=15s
(d) Time=20s
Figure 4.14: Equal inter-agent distance in a circular shape
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(a) Time=0s (b) Time=5s
(d) Time=15s (d) Time=25s
(d) Time=30s (d) Time=35s
Figure 4.15: Equal inter-agent distance in a diamond shape
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In both formation shapes the same inter-agent distance is achieved. Nevertheless, as
explained before, more time will be required so that the agents in the diamond shape
formation have the same inter-agent distance as a consequence of having to ‘cross’ a
corner. In fact, at the beginning, 6 agents will approach each of the upper edges, and
only 4 agents will arrive to the bottom sides. This occurs because at the beginning the
UAV distribution is displaced upwards, hence, more ~P fi will be located in the upper sides.
Therefore, two agents (one in each upper side) will have to move to the bottom edges so
that the agent density and the inter-agent distance are equal in every edge of the diamond
shape.
An alternative to the previous methodology in order to obtain the same inter-agent
distance in those shapes with corners is that the same number of agents are sent to each
edge of the shape formation. In the example just mentioned, as the diamond shape has
4 corners, then, if the swarm is formed by 20 UAVs, 5 vehicles must be directed to each
edge. The path that each agent follows is shown in Figure 4.16.
At the first step it will be required to rearrange the UAVs’ respective ~P fi s so that
the same number of ~P fi points are located in each edge of the diamond. Then, for the
particular case shown in Figure 4.16 below, the two candidates that have been selected to
go just to the opposite edge must travel a longer distance without colliding with the lead
vehicle. This is a very important point because due to the attractive force every agent will
be directed to its respective ~P fi , and in this case if the agents followed a straight line from
their current position to their goal position they will just crash into the leader.
To avoid the above mentioned problem, when agents are close to the leader, a repulsive
force with respect to the leader will appear so that the agents go around the lead vehicle.
At this point it is important that their ‘goal edge’ is fixed, because if it is not, when a
certain agent goes around the reference point, the location of its ~P fi will go varying from
one edge to another due to the definition of the point. In fact, it must be remembered that
the point ~P fi is defined as the intersection point located on the formation line when ~Pi is
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(a) Time=1s (b) Time=15s
(d) Time=20 (d) Time=25s
(d) Time=35s (d) Time=43s
Figure 4.16: Equal inter-agent distance in a diamond shape
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connected with the reference point. Therefore, it is crucial that the ‘goal edge’ is fixed
from the beginning in order to avoid any confusions so that the agent starts going around
the lead vehicle but with no fixed goal direction.
Furthermore, it has been proven how for the same initial conditions, agents will need
some more time in order to be on the formation line with the same-inter agent distance
than in the previous approach when some agents had to go through a corner. For that
reason, if the time required to achieve a formation shape is taken as a variable to prioritise
one or ahother method, the first alternative will be chosen as the best option to face the
problem of having the same inter-agent distance. Nevertheless, another possible way of
achieving the desired goal is commented in the next chapter that may reduce even more
the required time. Hence it will be interesting to study some other approach in future
researches.
In addition, the formation process of square and triangular shapes are shown in Ap-
pendix A.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Currently, the main way of communication between vehicles is done by Radio Frequency,
but due to its various drawbacks, the use of RF wants to be limited. Therefore, another
way of communication is proposed: the visual cue based communication.
In this project, a set of autonomous vehicles has been coordinated in order to achieve
certain formation shapes among them where just visual cue based information could be
used in order to execute the commands to accomplish the formation. The whole thesis has
been developed in a simulation environment where the following steps were followed.
First, a marker detection algorithm has been developed. Depending on the ArUco
marker shown to the camera, the vehicles will have to adopt a certain shape, which may be
a circumference, a diamond shape, a triangle or a square. Once the marker is detected and
identified, a potential field based formation shape algorithm makes the vehicles follow
a certain path from their initial positions to their final locations on the formation line.
The potential field approach has included some constraints in order to adapt it to the
real scenario where only information obtained from a visual camera can be used, that is,
relative distances and angles. In addition, as in the real scenario it is assumed that each
vehicle is carrying a marker of a known size, an algorithm so that any other vehicle can
know its relative distance to other vehicles has been developed.
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The results obtained can be summarized in the following way:
1. Marker detection algorithm and depth estimation: The performance of both
algorithms has been analyzed at the same time as both require a marker to be detected.
The performance analysis has been done using a LIDAR. The results show that 18x18cm
size square markers are perfectly recognized up to a distance separation of 9 meters using
the ’HP TrueVision HD’ camera of the laptop which has a camera resolution of 640x480
pixels. Nevertheless, even though the validation has been done in a laboratory with not
very good lighting conditions, the marker is recognized for 10 meters distance (which was
the maximum depth of the laboratory) but without a continuous marker detection.
In relation to the depth estimation, the absolute error between the estimation done by
the algorithm and the Lidar has been calculated. When regarding the results it can be
concluded that the absolute error is increased when the separation distance to the laptop
is increased. This is attributed to two main reasons.
• On the one hand, when the relative distance was higher, the marker was located in
the ’darkest’ zone or with worst lighting conditions of the laboratory, so the marker
detection process was more ambiguous.
• On the other hand, when distance is increased, due to the resolution of the camera,
the marker will be contained in a smaller number of pixels, and a small movements
performed by the person or object who is carrying the marker involves a variation
on the pixel positions of the four corners of the marker which are used to calculate
the depth estimation. This inaccuracy has a bigger impact on the results when the
marker is contained in a small number of pixels.
2. Formation shape between vehicles: Depending on the detected marker, the
vehicles are forced to adopt a certain formation shape among them. In the project, four
formation shapes have been achieved, which can be divided into two main groups: shapes
with no corners (a circumference for instance) and shapes with corners (the rest of them).
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The main differences arise between both groups. The following conclusions have been
obtained:
• When it was not considered the goal of achieving equal inter-agent distance, there
were not big differences among the two groups. That is, the four formation shapes
were achieved in approximately the same time period. In fact, the required time
depended mostly on the initial UAV distribution, that is, how far the agents were
located from the formation line.
• In the project three visual based constraints have been included: the error when an
agent detects its relative distance to another agent, the maximum detectable relative
distance, and the FOV limitation. When these constraints are added, the formation
shape is also achieved by the UAVs, but as the repulsive force is less due to the
constraints, the agents will have a higher risk of collision and they could also end
closer to each other in some zones once they are on the formation line. Nevertheless,
this last problem is later solved when achieving the same distance between vehicles.
• Regarding the attractive and repulsive forces that are used to design the control law,
it has been proven how the total attractive force is exponentially decreased with time
as agents are approaching the formation line. Because of this, in the simulation the
total attractive force is employed for the stopping criteria in order to know if the
agents are already on the formation line or not.
• Equal inter-agent distance was achieved. The best way of ensuring it is increasing
the strength of the repulsive force so that once every agents is on the formation line
as it is known the direction of the repulsive force among agents, an equilibrium
point will be reached. It is based on the idea that in those areas where the agent
density is higher, the vehicles will be spread so that the agent density in other zones
is increased. When the visual based constraints are introduced, the time required to
achieve the final uniform formation will be higher for the reason mentioned above.
In addition, when the formation shape has some corners, the time needed will also
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be higher. This happens because if the number of agents on each edge of the form-
ation shape is not equal, one or some agents will have to ‘cross’ a corner so that the
number of agents in each edge is the same. It has been proven how in ‘rounded’
shapes the ‘crossing’ is softer; thus, faster.
5.1 Future Work
To end, some other steps that could be done in order to continue with this research topic
are proposed:
• Implementation in real scenarios: Due to the limited available time that has been
to develop the project, it has not been possible to test the algorithm in a real envir-
onment. Therefore, a future step should be to implement the algorithm in a dynamic
platform with real vehicles. In fact, when testing the algorithm in a real environ-
ment other factors may affect the correct performance of the formation.
• Adaptation to different scenarios: In this project is has been assumed that de-
pending on the type of mission the vehicles are carrying out, a certain marker will
be ‘shown’ by the leader to the rest of vehicles. But in order to make it more real,
some different scenarios could be designed, with some obstacles... hence, depend-
ing on the current environment, the program should be able to decide which is the
most suitable formation shape to follow which will be the one that the leader indic-
ates to the rest of vehicles.
• Equal inter-agent distance: In this project it has been achieved the objective of
obtaining the same inter-agent distance in two ways. In the approach where the
same number of agents were guided to each edge of a formation shape it has not
been included any algorithm which decides which agent should be the one that
goes to the opposite edge. Therefore, it should be a good improvement if a variable
such as the distance to the opposite edge was taken into account, so that the agent
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that minimizes that distance is the one who changes its respective point ~P fi to the
opposite edge.
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Appendix A
Extra Data
In this chapter, the square and triangular shape formations that have also been achieved
are shown.
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(a) Time=0s (b) Time=5s
(d) Time=10s (d) Time=15s
(d) Time=20s (d) Time=25s
(d) Time=30s
Figure A.1: Square shape formation
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(a) Time=0s (b) Time=5s
(d) Time=10s (d) Time=15s
(d) Time=20s (d) Time=25s
(d) Time=30s
Figure A.2: Triangular shape formation
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